Mechanical Dilator Sheath Markedly Damaged by Fibrosis

Abstract
Transvenous lead extraction (TLE) procedures, despite the high success rate could exist in life-threatening consequences. The operator experience is crucial for the procedural outcome and every procedure can hide unexpected difficulties as the one encountered in the case presented. During a double coil lead defibrillator extraction, with an apparently preserved maneuverability of the mechanical dilator, a further control of the sheath revealed its complete fracture with the risk of losing part of it inside the vein.
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Introduction

The need of transvenous lead extraction (TLE) procedures are steadily increasing nowadays with an estimated 10 000–15 000 pacemaker and implantable cardioverter–defibrillator (ICD) leads extracted annually worldwide. This increased number of TLE procedures is surely related to the extensive use of cardiovascular implantable electronic devices (CIED) [1] and to the population ageing. Despite the high success rate and safety of TLE procedures [2,3], is well known how these could cause life-threatening consequences.

The development of specialized tools able to disrupt more easily encapsulating fibrous tissue do not reduce the crucial importance of the operator experience to avoid procedural complications [4]. The choice of the extraction tools (locking stylets, mechanical sheaths, or powered sheaths) and the approach prefered during the procedure (other than the original venous insertion site) depend by the operator’s experience and patients’ characteristics. During our long experience in such procedures, we learned how these represent always a new challenge that can hide unexpected difficulties as the one in the case presented.

Case Presentation

An 80 years old male patient was scheduled in our center for a TLE procedure. The patient was affected by idiopathic dilated cardiomyopathy with severely reduced left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF 35%) and received a cardiac resynchronization therapy defibrillator (CRT-D) device in 2009 with a dual coil defibrillator lead, active fixation (Riata 8 Fr - St. Jude Medical). The TLE procedure indication was related to defibrillator lead externalized conductor (Figure 1 – arrow) with consequent inappropriate shocks therapy experienced by the patient.

Previously the procedure the venography showed left subclavian vein patency with fibrosis along the lead (Figure 2). The defibrillator lead fixation screw was completely retracted and a locking stylet was inserted inside the lead. The first tool used for the extraction was a 10 Fr polypropylene dilator sheath (Cook Medical). The advancement of the dilator over the lead was done with a pushing movement (while pulling the lead) balanced by clockwise and counterclockwise rotation under continuous fluoroscopic control.

Figure 1: Defibrillator lead externalized conductor (arrow).

When in the proximal part of intavenous lead, the advancement of the dilator seemed able to disrupt the endovascular fibrosis which offered an moderate resistance to sheath advancement (Figure 3 - Panel A) with apparent preserved rotational maneuverability. When removed, the sheath appeared markedly damaged (Figure 3 - Panel B) in the middle part. A further mechanical stress could have led to a complete sheath fracture with losing of its distal part inside the vein with dramatic consequences for the patient. A new
polypropylene dilator sheath was then used and the procedure was successful accomplished.

Discussion

The case presented suggests that during TLE procedures performed with mechanical dilator sheath in place of strong fibrosis, a continuous dilator check integrity, is desirable even if a rotational maneuverability seems preserved to avoid dilator rupture. Mechanical dilator sheath integrity has to be checked frequently during extraction procedures. Fluoroscopic control cannot exclude sheath ruptures. In case of hard fibrosis alternative extraction methods have to be considered.
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Figure 2: Venography shows left subclavian vein patency with fibrosis along the lead.

Figure 3: Panel A: Fluoroscopic control during dilator sheath advancement. Panel B: Dilator sheath damaged.